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		Mine Ether, deploy smart contracts, tokens, and ICOs, and manage security vulnerabilities of Ethereum

	
		Key Features

		
			Build end-to-end decentralized Ethereum apps using Truffle, Web3, and Solidity
	
			Explore various solution-based recipes to build smart contracts and foolproof decentralized applications
	
			Develop decentralized marketplaces from scratch, build wallets, and manage transactions


	
		Book Description

	
		Ethereum and Blockchain will change the way software is built for business transactions. Most industries have been looking to leverage these new technologies to gain efficiencies and create new business models and opportunities.

	
		The Ethereum Cookbook covers various solutions such as setting up Ethereum, writing smart contracts, and creating tokens, among others. You’ll learn about the security vulnerabilities, along with other protocols of Ethereum.

	
		Once you have understood the basics, you’ll move on to exploring various design decisions and tips to make your application scalable and secure. In addition to this, you’ll work with various Ethereum packages such as Truffle, Web3, and Ganache.

	
		By the end of this book, you’ll have comprehensively grasped the Ethereum principles and ecosystem.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Efficiently write smart contracts in Ethereum
	
			Build scalable distributed applications and deploy them
	
			Use tools and frameworks to develop, deploy, and test your application
	
			Use block explorers such as Etherscan to find a specific transaction
	
			Create your own tokens, initial coin offerings (ICOs), and games
	
			Understand various security flaws in smart contracts in order to avoid them


	
		Who this book is for

	
		The Ethereum Cookbook is for you if you are a software engineer, Blockchain developer, or research scientist who wants to build smart contracts, develop decentralized applications, and facilitate peer-to-peer transaction. It is assumed that you are familiar with Blockchain concepts and have sound knowledge of JavaScript.
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			Getting started
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			Interacting with the contract
	
			The Truffle suit
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			Smart contract security
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Ipv6 EssentialsO'Reilly, 2006

	IPv6 Essentials, Second Edition provides a succinct, in-depth tour of all the new features and functions in IPv6. It guides you through everything you need to know to get started, including how to configure IPv6 on hosts and routers and which applications currently support IPv6. The new IPv6...
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Spain For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
Art and architecture lovers, ecotourists, history buffs, gourmands, wine aficionados, culture scholars, outdoor sports fanatics—Spain truly has something for everyone. Its good weather and many varied attractions make it ideal for year-round vacationing. Spain is the home of diverse cultures and traditions. From the stoic independence of...
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Programming Microsoft .NETMicrosoft Press, 2002
This core reference provides a one-stop, definitive resource for building robust, Web-enabled software applications for the revolutionary Microsoft .NET development platform. Windows programming authority Jeff Prosise masterfully explains this new programming paradigm as he introduces readers to the .NET Framework and to the new...
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Create and Deliver a Killer Product Demo: Tips and Tricks to Wow Your CustomersApress, 2018

	Create great product demos and sell more of your product with the strategies and inspiration in this book. Insightful interviews are presented with professionals who are giving killer product demos in several types of businesses today. The strategies taught in this book are based on the analysis of product demos that made history and...
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CompTIA Linux+ Study Guide: 2009 ExamSybex, 2010
Authoritative coverage on the first Linux+ exam revision in more than five years

The Linux+ exam is an entry-level Linux certification exam administered by CompTIA that covers your knowledge of basic Linux system administration skills. With this being the first update to the exam in more than five years, you'll need to be prepared...
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Data Structures Outside-In with JavaPrentice Hall, 2006

	This innovative new book encourages readers to utilize the “Outside-In” approach to learning the use, design and implementation of data structures. The author introduces every data structure by first narrating its properties and use in applications (the "outside" view).  This provides a clear introduction to data...
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